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RESUMEN: Imperio. El concepto y sus problemas en la historiografía sobre los imperios ibéricos en la Edad Mo-
derna.- El trabajo analiza la historiografía más reciente acerca de los imperios español y portugués. Identifica líneas
de interpretación y el uso del concepto de ‘imperio’ en contextos, tradiciones académicas y épocas distintas. De esa
manera apunta a los logros alcanzados y a las lagunas existentes, particularmente en el marco del humanismo renacen-
tista. El objetivo es contribuir a facilitar el diálogo dentro la investigación acerca de un tema que en los últimos años
ha sido uno de los más estudiados en el marco de la historia ibero-americana y europea.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of “empire” has been applied over the
past 15 years or so to all kinds of extended political
formations, past and present, whether they were called
“empire” or were governed by an “emperor,” or were
only notable for their great political, economic-financial,
military or religious-ideological power. Despite the
widespread use of the term, however, the cases of Spain
and Portugal are particularly problematic to define, as
they cover different timeframes and regions and encom-
pass virtually all possible defining criteria, spread out
over different times. In introducing the problem, it
therefore seems advisable to critically review the devel-

opment of the concept in historiography, given that
rather disparate historiographic traditions have played
a part in this trajectory, and, above all, because these
were preceded by a humanist debate in the 15th century
referring to the Holy Roman Empire that could have
been reflected in the expansion and configuration of the
Iberian trans-Atlantic empires.

DEBATES SURROUNDING THE
HISTORIOGRAPHYOFTHESPANISHEMPIRE

The concept of ‘Spanish empire’ was introduced in
the 1960s by the British historiographer J. H. Parry
(1940: 75ff., 1966) shortly after Helmuth G. Koenigs-
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berger had affirmed categorically that the concept of
‘empire’ should be limited in the Spanish case to the
time of Charles V, as Philip II did not know how to re-
define ‘empire’ after the title had fallen into the hands
of the Austrian Habsburgs (Koenigsberger 1958,
Koenigsberger 1968). ‘Empire’ was at first reduced to
a debate within historiography written in English,
through which it was disseminated later, though more
quickly, in the English-speaking world than in contin-
ental Europe and Latin America.

One reason for its reduction to the English-speaking
world was that the French Braudelian historiographic
tradition became dominant in European and Latin
American areas, as was indicated by authors such as
Pierre Chaunu, Bartolomé Bennassar and Joseph Pérez,
who, among others, employed structural analyses to es-
tablish a continuity between the lower middle ages and
the modern age, delineating a line of continuity between
‘reconquest’ and ‘conquest,’ with respect to ‘expansion’,
and strictly avoided the concept of ‘empire’ because it
was not in keeping with the school’s historiographic
method (Chaunu 1955).

In the early 1950s, a third line, this one truly Latin
American–it was promoted by the OAS PanAmerican
Institute of Geography and History and the journal
“Revista de Historia de América”, under the directorship
of Silvio Zavala of Mexico–developed a ‘Program of
American History. For inter-American political reasons,
this program was reduced to a series of historiographic
summaries for each Latin American country, and ulti-
mately to a synthesis authored by Zavala himself (1967)
that contributed much to ‘North–South’ comparisons in
the Americas and to the dissemination of the common
denominator ‘colonial era’. In 1985, from this genuinely
American tradition, through Mexico and through the
OAS the then-much-debated concept of ‘encuentro de
dos mundos’ was launched. This concept was founded
upon pre-Hispanic indigenous history and colonial his-
tory and sought to address Eurocentric viewpoints on
the eve of the 500-year anniversary of Columbus’ land-
ing and to highlight the active role of the indigenous
population in history. Following this line, as a result of
the intense exploration of Mexican archives, from 2000
onward some essential contributions on indigenous
municipalities, indigenous art and ‘Indian conquistadors’
emerged that recently gave rise to the well founded hy-
pothesis that in the 16th century the Spaniards only exer-
cised an ‘informal governance’ comparable to the role
played by the English in 18th century India (Cuadriello
2004, Tanck de Estrada 2005, Matthew et a 2007,
Semboloni 2007, Owensby 2008, Castro 2010, García
2011, Sembolini 2011). Following this line, for the first
time ‘imperial’ structures were defined, derived from
the concept of ‘the two republics’ (Spanish and indigen-
ous), which had been conceived of long before in the
field of legal history.

More or less in parallel to the 500-year anniversary
of Columbus’ landing, Anthony Pagden – who had
studied under J. H. Elliott at Cambridge University

and was influenced by the Pocock and Skinner school
of discourse, also based in Cambridge – published a
series of books on empire and imperialism in the
modern age (Pagden1990, Pagden1993, Pagden1994,
Pagden 1995). These books were quickly translated
into German and Spanish and distributed widely, and
they mark, up to a point, the beginning of a truly im-
perial conjuncture. It is important to recall that David
Brading, another great Americanist at Cambridge who
had focused his studies primarily onMexican archival
sources, published what was at the time a monumental
book, in which he firmly avoided the concept of ‘em-
pire’ (Brading 1991). Nevertheless, that marked the
beginning of the proliferation of ‘imperial’ books,
accompanied by the most varied adjectives, not only
in reference to Spain and Portugal and their overseas
territories, but to virtually all pluriethnic historic
formations. For the two cases under study here, the
fusion of the concept of ‘empire(s)’ with that of ‘At-
lantic history’ was particularly important, and that
combination was promoted in an extensive series of
annual seminars delivered specially by historian
Bernard Bailyn at Harvard University (Bailyn 2005).
Inspired by this fusion of concepts, in the past decade
a plethora of studies on ‘Atlantic empires’ have been
published, first in English and later in other languages
as well.

In France, after an attempt at summary in Bordeaux
(Bennassar et al 1989, Acerra et al 1990, Bertrand et al
2011), discussions centred on the one hand on the
problem of Empire in the Americas (Gruzinski et al
1996), but the works of Serge Gruzinski became increas-
ingly important for the problematic of ‘empire’. Gruzin-
ski’s work was based on early “novohispanic” pictorial
testimonials, paintings created primarily by indigenous
painters under the impact of the mendicant mission, and
this despite not using the concept of ‘empire’ in the in-
terpretation of testimonials that offered a perspective
on the impact of the ‘encuentro de culturas’ (Gruzinski
1994, Cuadriello 2004, Vargaslugo 2006). After making
a similar point by highlighting the importance of ‘music-
al conquest’ (Turrent 1993), researchers such as Brading
launched into the study of religious imaginary, especially
that surrounding the Virgin of Guadalupe in Mexico,
nevertheless failing to relate the topic to the problematic
of ‘Empire’ despite the obvious thematic linkages. Thus,
for example, parallel to the development of the cult of
the Virgin of Guadalupe, the imperial discourse de-
veloped inMexico, transforming ‘king’Moctezuma into
‘emperor’, designating the Spanish kings as ‘Emperors
of the Indies’ and situating them in a line of continuity
with the ‘Aztec emperors’, a matter that Pagden does
not expand upon (Pietschmann 2006, Pietschmann 2008,
Pietschmann 2011).

At the end of the century, humanist-centred studies
emerged that concerned themselves with the traditions
of antiquity and with Roman imperial traditions and
their study in the period of Renaissance humanism.
These new studies sought to reformulate and/or update
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the idea of empire, too, in architecture and painting, as
well as reformulate political aspirations. Studies along
these lines tend to draw the dividing line between the
Middle Ages and the Modern Era at the beginning of
the 15th century. In this way, not only theMediterranean
‘Aragonese empire’ enters into the debate, but also the
medieval Leonese-Castillian imperial tradition and even
the medieval Holy Roman Empire with its apostille of
‘Germanic Nation’ added by Maximilian I, evidently
already under the influence of Tacitus. This, and the
influence of the traditions of Burgundy, the founders of
the ‘Order of the Golden Fleece’ as the entity that
grouped together the high nobility of Europe (De Jong
et alii 2010), are tremendously significant for interpret-
ing Charles V.

To avoid overextending ourselves here, we shall also
mention someGerman contributions to the problematic,
disregarding the works of Alfred Kohler, widely known
for their Spanish translation and focused on Charles V
and his brother and successor in the empire, Ferdinand,
and thus on the truly ‘imperial’ period. Peer Schmidt
(✝) (2008) relates the Americas to the ‹universal Spanish
monarchy› in the 17th century. Damler (2008), a legal
historian, published a history of the treaties of the em-
pire. The function of geographic knowledge in governing
the empire – its American part – is analyzed by Arndt
Brendecke (2009), while Thomas Duve (2008) analyzes
a lengthy conflict between church and state regarding
their jurisdiction over marginalized social groups, also
of crucial importance in defining the concept of ‘em-
pire’. For his part, Alfredo Pérez-Amador Adam (2011),
in his thesis in the field of literature presented at Hum-
boldt-Universität zu Berlin, addresses the juridical-
theological issues of the legitimization of the ‘American
enterprise.’ This list covers only the most recent books
referring to Spain and omits an immense general biblio-
graphy on empires, rituals, ceremonies, imagology, and
more. Among these it is necessary to mention political
scientist and historian Herfried Münkler (2005), who in
his review of empires from antiquity to the present day
develops elements to distinguish ‘empires’ from king-
doms and other state forms.

In Spain, the adoption of the concept of ‘empire’
came rather late and was limited to the period of Charles
V (Rodríguez-Salgado 1992) or to studies of legal his-
tory and the history of ideas. The anniversaries of Philip
II and Charles V in 1998 and 2000, in addition to produ-
cing leading-edge exhibitions in art and history,
prompted an important series of monographic studies,
the most outstanding examples of which include the
works undertaken or directed by J. MartínezMillán and
González Cuerva (2011) on the composition of the im-
perial and royal court(s) from Charles V to Philip III,
which illuminated for the first time the central governing
mechanisms beyond the classic institutional approaches
focused on supreme councils. Some innovative contri-
butions were also made through the study of chronicles,
including, for example, the discovery that López de
Gómara was not primarily the chronicler of Hernán

Cortés but was preparing a ‘parallel life’ in the style of
Plutarch, comparing Hernán Cortés to the corsair Bar-
barossa. In 2002, Manuel Lucena Giraldo coordinated
a volume of essays in a new journal on empires that is
intended to be comparative. For the past eight years or
so, studies have been emerging that address the general-
ization of the concept of empire in the English literature
by authors such as AntonioMiguel Bernal (2005), Carlos
Martínez Shaw and José María Oliva Melgar (2005),
José Manuel Díaz Blanco (2008) and José Luis Vil-
lacañas (2008), among others. Some of these raise
Anglicised concepts for discussion, others accept the
Atlantic as the framework, but substitute ‘empire’ with
‘system’ or adopt empire and explain it in a German,
Italian, Aragonese-Castilian line, broadly influenced by
the Emperor Maximilian I, in an attempt to newly legit-
imize the holy empire, linking it for the first time to the
complement ‘of the German Nation’. This
concept–supported by the rediscovery, in the 15th cen-
tury, of the text by Tacitus on ‘Germania’ –inspired not
only the humanist–merchants of Nuremberg and Augs-
burg, who were very close to the Emperor Maximilian,
but alsoMatthias Ringmann andMartinWaldseemüller,
who disseminated in Lorraine the concept of ‘America’,
aware of the formers’ participation in the early Atlantic
enterprises, even Luther himself. And in many aspects
the concept also influenced Maximilian’s grandson, the
equally humanist Charles V, as Larry Silver (2008) and
Guiseppe Galasso (2011) noted recently. These ap-
proaches are flanked by another line from literature
written in English that links empire and the Americas
with the idea of ‘Rome’ and the Spanish policy in Rome
(Dandelet 2001, Lupher 2003, MacCormack 2007,
Valdés Garcia et al 2011).

More generally, it is necessary to add an entire series
of histories of historic ‘frontiers’ that, while they do not
refer directly to the Spanish or Portuguese empires,
define them indirectly as spaces that are more or less
expansive and open, spaces in which cultural, political,
commercial, military, social and other contacts and in-
teractions occur among representatives of widely differ-
ent cultures. These frontiers indirectly define empires
precisely in those places where they do not have clearly
defined borders. This phenomenon is found across vir-
tually the entire Portuguese empire, while in the case of
the Spanish empire it is also found in Europe and in
North Africa, in relation to theMediterranean (Bertrand
et alii 2011) and sometimes leads to a confusion with
Christian missionary zones (Castelnau–Estoile et alii
2011).

To summarise provisionally, it is evident that the
concept of ‘empire’ has been increasingly generalized,
both as a unique concept to designate the Spanish mon-
archy in general and as a concept used for its overseas
possessions. The term is also generally used in combin-
ation with adjectives, such as ‘Spanish’, ‘French’,
‘English’, or ‘Dutch’, with a more or less national delim-
itation, as well as with dynastic adjectives or ones related
to special characteristics, such as ‘Habsburg’, ‘Bourbon’,
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‘commercial’, ‘imaginary’, ‘maritime’, ‘tropical’ etc.
The chronology (middle andmodern ages/modern only),
the geographic sphere (Mediterranean and/orAtlantic/Pa-
cific), the conceptualization (political / structural / dis-
cursive / imaginary / ceremonial / institutional), the
different national historiographic lenses, and the pre-
ferred use of sources (preferably metropolitan / metro-
politan–peripheral / peripheral only) produced quite
varied collective visions, often contradictory at first
glance and only later, in light of studies, showing
themselves to be complementary; but in general these
criteria do not amount to anything like a definition (for
example, Fernández 2009). And the problem is exempli-
fied by authors as renowned as J. H. Elliott, who uses
‘empire’ as well as ‘Hispanic monarchy’ and ‘composite
monarchy’, as well as titles regarding the ‘Hispanic
world’ for his more general works, usually without cla-
rifying why the concepts he uses vary so much (Elliott
2008, Elliott 2006, Elliott 1992, Elliott 1989).

In regard to humanism, two recent books are worth
noting that concern themselves with the history of the
recovery of texts from Roman antiquity of the 15th cen-
tury and later. Two of these texts, by Tacitus and Lucre-
tius, were discovered by Italian humanists in German
monastic libraries and quickly engendered intense de-
bates that extended across many parts of Europe. While
Lucretius’ De rerum natura disseminated Epicurian
philosophy with its atomism and the absence of a God
and was attacked by Christians in antiquity for under-
mining the philosophical and especially theological
foundations of the Christian religion, the rediscovery of
Tacitus’ Germania positioned him as the ‘inventor’ of
the Germans, the indigenous people ‘since time imme-
morial’, unvanquished by the Romans, and gave reason
to cast doubt on the common Roman tradition of Chris-
tianity, the native Germans were seen as ‘good barbari-
ans’, calling into question the canon of the historic vision
of the Bible and the New Testament. Thus did a segment
of elite humanists undermine the authority of the two
universal powers – the papacy and the holy empire –
with a view to rebuilding their own, reduced by political
realities since the 14th century, precisely by recurring to
antiquity. Andmodern science and historic biblical revi-
sions were the intellectual weapons in this process.

Turning to the ‘imperial’ works and the closest
schools of reference, these provided–on the basis of both
empirical andmethodological-conceptual knowledge–im-
portant contributions that could tentatively be summar-
ised as follows:

1. The concept of empire is more generally accepted
for Portugal because of the continuity of the
European monarchy, from which the expansion
arose, and because historic changes are generally
limited to its overseas possessions, and even dynastic
change over time and the attendant personal union
with Spain did not substantially alter the configura-
tion of the Portuguese empire. In Spain, in contrast,
after a medieval Leonese and Castillian imperial

experience, the monarchies of Leon and Castile
united their dynasties after having developed in very
different ways and, above all, were both already
pursuing expansionist aims when the matrimonial
and then personal union was forged between Joanna
of Castile (known as Joanna the Mad) and Charles
V. First the eastern and then the western Mediter-
ranean formed an ‘Aragonese empire’ and Castile
vied with Portugal as early as the late 14th century
in the Atlantic and African expansion.

2. On the other hand, the Castillian expansion under
the Catholic Kings followed late medieval Iberian
traditions. With Charles V, who ascended to the
throne at the same time as the conquest of Mexico,
‘Spain’ – really ‘an unfinished project’ – became
part of an ‘empire’ of universal aspirations to prolong
the Holy Roman Empire, secular and humanist-in-
spired with many Roman adaptations that left its
structural, institutional and humanist mark on “New
Spain”. At the same time, the conflicts with the
Rome of the Curia continued, inherited partly from
the Catholic Kings. Owing to the civil conflicts in
Peru, only New Spain emerged organized according
to the Roman model adopted by Charles V: The
kingdoms lend themselves to comparison with Ro-
man-like senatorial provinces, with cities, villas, and
indigenous municipalities under separate military
jurisdiction (in the hands of the Captain General)
and the royal ambit under the purview of the Viceroy
and the Audience (court of justice) and the ecclesi-
astic ambit in the hands of a bishop with a rank
similar to the Viceroy. At the same time, the
provinces were similar to the imperial provinces of
a Roman-style military government, without cities
or indigenous villages, and the governance of the
Spanish cities was also in military hands, in both
cases with a different governing regime for each of
the ‘two republics’. The system, which limited itself
to mining operations and extracting indigenous trib-
ute and lacked a mercantile ideology, resembled the
imperial Roman colonization more than the modern
concept of a colonial empire (Cañal 2012, Neira
2012). And neither should Spain’s North African
possessions be forgotten in this context—zones
which Charles V even called on personally as the
last Spanish king, and among which many—such as
Orán, for example—were left under Spanish control
until well into the 17th century (Bunes et alii 2011).
Indeed, Orán was recently described as a ‘little
court’, while current studies on the Viceroys avoid
the ‘imperial’ concept and speak again of ‘mon-
archy’; the conceptual confusions appear to be in-
creasing still. After Charles V, many aspects of the
crown’s policy changed, and further study is required
to determine precisely to what extent things changed
in the hybrid Roman imperial model adopted by
Carols, and moreover, to what extent they gave rise
to different realities in both Europe and the Amer-
icas, making it crucial to re-study the significance
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for the ‘empire-monarchy-kingdoms’ problem. To
avoid overextending the subject, the following are
just some of the most relevant factors applicable to
the case:

3. With Phillip II and the end of the Council of Trent,
the model of Charles V did not continue in the
Americas, though it did in Europe until 1588. Inside
Spain there was a policy of forced assimilation of
theMoors, descriptions of the monarchy, the codific-
ation of laws and measures to protect the coasts.
There were also measures from Flanders to promote
the counter-reformation in the Holy Empire, the
payment of pensions to Catholic princes in Germany,
a growing dependency on Italian and German
bankers (Fugger, repairing the mines of Almadén),
and military protection for the ‘Spanish road’
between Italy and Flanders in the western sectors of
the Holy Empire. These were all rather imperial
tendencies, after all, although they must be distin-
guished from simple ‘hegemonic predominance’. In
Toledo’s initial organization of Peru, Charles’ con-
cessions to the indigenous peoples were omitted
(they were not allowed to establish villages or cities,
and the Inca capital of Cuzco appears to have been
divided in half through the central plaza, with one
part indigenous and the other Spanish). More gener-
ally, there was an observable reduction in the role
of the mendicant orders that sought to limit them to
a monastic life, a phenomenon that was more accen-
tuated in New Spain, while in Peru a ban on idolatry
was instituted. In both viceroyalties, military con-
quest was prohibited and the missionary expansion
was placed in the hands of the Jesuits, a new reli-
gious order with clear imperial leanings that had
been richly endowed in Spain by the daughter of
Charles V. Also beginning at that time was the mil-
itarization of borders and ports through the construc-
tion of defensive fortifications, to repel foreign in-
vaders, pirates and corsairs both on the Iberian Pen-
insula and in the Americas. At the same time, the
expansion into Asia continued from Acapulco, the
port exclusively licensed for such enterprises, and
the Philippines were subjugated by the Viceroy of
Mexico. Also at this time, greater autonomy was
granted to the viceroys after the disaster of the Ar-
mada in 1588. In the Pacific and the Philippines, the
Manila-Acapulco axis was connected to that of
Veracruz-Havana-Seville, forming the fastest route
between Asia and Europe until the opening of the
Suez Canal. Furthermore, imperial control over the
north of Mexico was consolidated by the settlement
of Tlaxcalteca indigenous people sent to cultivate
grapevines, among other things.

4. Under Phillip III, theMoors were expelled and peace
had to be made with the Dutch and German Luther-
ans from the north to consolidate the power of the
peninsular state, while in both viceroyalties the
power of the elite was consolidated throughmeasures
to extend ‘imperial control’, especially of the re-

sources of subjugated provinces. The notion of the
‘King of the Spains and Emperor of the Indies’ began
to be disseminated, while in Europe the beginning
of a deep crisis became apparent. These tendencies
continued under Phillip IV, while in the time of
Charles II changes began to be apparent. Notable
above all is the enactment of the Compilation of the
Laws of the Indies in 1680-1, giving the Spanish
Indies its first legal code, which increasingly took
the place of the complex system of more limited
royal norms, norms issued by American civil and
ecclesiastical governors, and customs and practices
legitimized by tradition and time alone, all of which
had together helped to strengthen the authority of
the viceroyalty capitals. Even with the mere mention
of political events that either issue from or affect the
political royal and viceroyal political centres of this
empire (which displays different nuances over time),
at each stage it is always necessary both to trace
demographic movements and the transfer of person-
nel within this very difficult-to-define collective, and
to observe the effects/impacts that the developments
mentioned had on peripheral and even border areas,
whether in relation to un-integrated ethnic groups or
vis-à-vis the growing interference of other European
powers.

PORTUGUESE HISTORIOGRAPHY FROM
‘DISCOVERY’TO ‘EXPANSION’AND ‘EMPIRE’

In Portugal, the expansion and occupation of territor-
ies in Africa, Asia and the Americas was and is generally
understood to be a process of empire formation. This
point of view, marked by the imperialism of the 19th

century among others, and adopted and advanced in the
20th century by the Portuguese ‘Estado Novo’ (New
State), was however always a controversial issue and
often was eclipsed by other concepts and/or coexisted
simultaneouslywith them.Once decolonization occurred
and interest in historic investigations to evoke the
greatness of the nation waned, Portuguese dominion of
the high seas earned critical attention, interpreted in re-
lation to the concept of ‘empire’. This rebirth of the
concept of ‘empire’ as a category of investigation is
valid especially for Brazil, whose economic and political
prominence gave it a prominent role within the imperial
structure. Given this role, it is necessary to clarify to
what extent the abovementioned term ‘empire’ is applic-
able here, or to ask whether it should be changed or at
least expanded—a hegemonic Portugal with a subordin-
ated empire, with Lisbon at the centre, relegating its
domain to a periphery distributed over four continents,
appears to be an increasingly questionable scenario. On
the other hand, a debate has recently emerged, also in-
fluenced by the latest studies (Coates 2006), that ques-
tions the extent to which the political structure that kept
Portugal and its overseas possessions united could be
considered an empire, and what this term can contribute
in this context.
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The term ‘empire’ has long been accepted in research
into the Portuguese world, which also demonstrates how
fuzzy the concept behind the term itself is. In the classic
four-volume work by Vitorino Magalhães Godinho,
L’économie de l’empire portugais aux XV et XVI siècle
(The economy of the Portuguese Empire in the 15th and
16th centuries) (1981-1983), the term appears in the ori-
ginal French title but not in its Portuguese translation.
Godinho’s work is thus situated historically between an
older tradition marked by names, such as Jaime
Cortesão, that labelled the Portuguese expansion over-
seas as ‘discovery’ and ‘expansion’, and more recent
trends that at least insinuate a larger imperial political
structure.

The term ‘empire’ had already been adopted previ-
ously by researchers outside of Portugal. From early on,
literature in English-speaking countries referred to Por-
tugal’s overseas ‘empire’. Seminal scholars of Portugal
such as Bailey W. Diffie (1960) and George D. Winius
(1977) had no qualms using the term. Their book also
is the first of a ten-volume series by Shafer (1974-1977)
through which the concept of ‘empire’ began to come
into general usage in the literature in English; indeed,
almost all volumes in the series bear the term ‘empire’
in their titles. Charles Boxer himself, the most renowned
member of the first generation of English-speaking
‘imperial’ historiographers, has written seminal works
on the topic. As the European colonial empires were
crumbling in the 1960s and ‘70s, interest increased in
studying their formation, and, just four years after a
work on the Dutch empire was published in 1965, –
even before publication of Parrys’ work on Spain that
quickly became a classic – the several-times published
and translated book, ‘The Portuguese Seaborne Empire:
1415-1825’ appeared. Once the trail was blazed, another
generation of authors emerged that included Anthony
Disney (2009) andMalyn Newitt (2005 and 2009), who
in their overall presentation of the recent era also af-
firmed Portuguese history as a process of empire build-
ing. This not only applies to works that are universal
and therefore tend to prioritize historical-political as-
pects, but also to those with an expressly social and
cultural historical orientation, and even works such as
those by Russell-Wood (1998), which include infrastruc-
tural aspects. The imperial interpretation has been pro-
moted at the same time in monographs, backed by a
greater understanding of empire and the role correspond-
ing in this context to proselytizing work aimed at trans-
mitting the Christian faith and its economic facets
(Alden 1996, Ames 2000). Authors in the English-
speaking sphere, above all, haphazardly refer to a rather
vague concept of ‘empire’ to refer to both the Por-
tuguese’s initial presence in Asia and their decline
overseas beginning in the 19th century (Clarence-Smith
1985, Wheeler 2009, Subrahmanyam 2012).

As is the case with research that focuses on the His-
panic-American world, it has not been and is not easy
to implant the term used to characterize the beginnings
of empire formation in studies focusing on Portugal.

The causes are essentially the same. Furthermore, in this
case the Annales School exerts a great deal of influence
on research of the post-WWII Portuguese empire by
contemplating, from a long term perspective, the struc-
tural continuities beyond the practiced political censure
of the Middle Ages and the Modern Age. Contrary to
the 1957 doctoral thesis of Frédéric Mauro, the above-
mentioned work by Godinho, also presented at the Sor-
bonne as a doctoral thesis two years before Mauro’s
(1957), already bore the word ‘empire’ in the title. These
texts, however, did not manage to establish a Portuguese
imperial tradition in historiography, but at least the term
was introduced, and along with it the reality that, com-
pared to its Spanish counterpart, the term could coexist
more peacefully with other concepts, above all when
interest went beyond the initial stage of Portuguese ex-
pansion. This fact is confirmed in the wide-ranging
eight-volume work published by António Henrique de
Oliveira Marques and Joel Serrão ‘Nova história da ex-
pansão portuguesa’ (NewHistory of Portuguese Expan-
sion) (1986–2006). Although here, too, exactly like
Jaime Cortesão’s ‘História da expansão portuguesa’
(History of Portuguese Expansion) (1993), the leitmotif
is the word ‘expansion’; the first two volumes deal with
the Portuguese expansion and the colonization of the
Atlantic, while the subsequent volumes focus on Asia,
Brazil and Africa, which are divided into regions via
terms such as the ‘eastern empire’, ‘Portuguese-
Brazilian empire’ and ‘African empire’. More than
anyone, Valentim Alexandre (1993) has driven the re-
search in this direction and has studied, from ametropol-
itan perspective, the empire and the threat of its break-
down after the loss of its principal colony – Brazil. This
tendency has been strengthened by Paquette (2013),
who does not start with the formal rupture between the
two parties but, on the contrary, emphasizes the
longevity of the empire in the evolution of both. In
general, in the most recent publications on the topic, the
parallel use of the established term of expansion and the
more modern term ‘empire’ has been maintained, one
case in point being Francisco Bethencourt and Kirti
Chaudhuri’s work, ‘História da expansão portuguesa’
(History of Portuguese Expansion) (1998–2000). Unlike
in the works of Marques and Serrão, here the authors
describe the beginning of the overseas advancement as
‘A formação do imperio (1415–1570)’ (The formation
of empire) and the volumes on Brazil and the 20th cen-
tury also come under the imperial signifier (Bethencourt
et alii 2008). By 2008 one could interpret Portuguese
history by contrasting it with that of other empires, while
just one year before the editor himself had published
the latest version of his study on the topic under the title
‘Portuguese Oceanic Expansion, 1400–1800’ (Bethen-
court et alii 2007), to which one of the book’s editors
added the ‘imperial’ attribute of his own volition to the
title of an historical-cultural description (Curto 2009).
It remains to be seen if these occurrences indicate a trend
to give the term ‘empire’, previously loaded with the
ideological rules of the ‘Estado Novo’, its own category
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of investigation, substituting for older categories that
are increasingly loaded themselves because of their
unilateral European orientation. When all is said and
done, whether this happens or not will depend not only
on the degree to which an imperial concept such as this
one can take hold as an analytical concept, contrasting
it in a considered manner and differentiating it clearly
from other concepts.

In this same regard, there have been some recent at-
tempts that seek to integrate, above all, the so-called
second Portuguese-Brazilian empire and the Portuguese
metropolis. From the outset, the main focus has been
on the transfer of the economic centre of the Portuguese
empire to the Atlantic in the 17th century. Special atten-
tion has also been paid to the administrative structures
that regulated the existing relationship between the
American and European territories, as well as the respect-
ive development of new policy areas (Fragoso et alii
2001, Bicalho et al 2005, Mello and Souza et al 2009,
Schwartz et al 2009, Fragoso et al 2010). This occurred
against the backdrop of the displacement of power rela-
tions that prefigured the shift of the court from Lisbon
to Rio de Janeiro in 1807/08, after Napoleonic troops
invaded the Iberian Peninsula (Lyra 1994, Schultz 2001).

These developments – which are only summarized
here but nonetheless continue to be vital and are rein-
forced in several works published in recent years – de-
serve to be credited (as in the Spanish case), if not with
joining together European and American lines of invest-
igation, as in the Brazilian case, then at least with
bringing them closer. The focus on bringing closer to-
gether not only very distant areas but the very research
of these areas using ‘empire’ as an investigative concept
– which in the case of Brazil also includes several for-
eign researchers, mostly from the US – has helped the
investigation not only to achieve important individual
results in the field of political history but also to broaden
the historiographic scope of research beyond national
borders. Nevertheless, this has not helped clarify the
concept itself as an analytical research category to any
large degree. Meanwhile, the latest works continue to
be based above all on the most recent conjuncture of
‘empire’ and as such follow the same lines as the usual
fuzzy concepts – a political structure of immense scale,
often transcontinental, oriented politically, economically
and also in part culturally toward a centre that itself ra-
diates out towards the periphery. In other words, as long
as commentators do not expressly identify ‘empire’ as
a specific concept within the notion of political orders
of the Modern Age, opportunities for knowledge will
continue to be missed. And in response to the increase
in research on empire, AntonioManuel Hespanha (2001
and 2010) has only recently inquired into the term’s ef-
fectiveness and limitations, questioning the political
structure of the Portuguese empire against the backdrop
of the state formation process in the Modern Age and
advocating, with a view to the overseas territories, for
their separation. Arguing for the need to recognize that
it is not possible to adequately describe the overseas

empire through the processes of centralizing bureaucrat-
ization or social discipline backed by the European
model, he proposes that ‘empire’ in all forms could be
recognized as a separate category of investigation.

These problems of definition reflect to a certain ex-
tent the wide variety of expansion programs and enter-
prises that characterized precisely the early 15th and 16th

century stage and the literature on the topic in question.
With regard to Portugal, it is worth mentioning a recent
collection on the linkages and relations between Portugal
and the Holy Roman Empire, a connection that already
existed early in the 15th century when a substantial
number of Portuguese knights under the command of
Infante Don Pedro, brother of Henry the Navigator,
fought the Turks in the Balkans in the 1420s beside the
Emperor Sigismund, while German musketeers fought
on the Portuguese side in North Africa. From the dyn-
astic union of Frederick III of Habsburg and Eleanor of
Avis, sister of Alphonse VI, the future Emperor Max-
imilian I was born, just a few years before Con-
stantinople fell to the Ottomans (Pohle 2000, Ramalheira
2002, Curvelo et al 2011).

Along with the political aspects of the expansion
went other motives. During the reign of John II
(1481–1495) particularly, the conquest of the African
coast was advanced significantly: In 1482 the Portuguese
reached the mouth of the Congo River, in 1486 they
reachedwhat is todayNamibia, and in 1488, Bartolomeu
Dias circumnavigated the Cape of Good Hope to arrive
at the Indian Ocean. At the same time, John continued
his plan to cross Africa over land to find the kingdom
of the legendary Prester John and fight with him against
theMuslims (Curto 2008). It is possible that both ‘recon-
quests’ – in the sense of the orbis christiani and the ex-
pansion of trade through the conquest of the trans-
oceanic sphere – constituted an imperial project on
John’s part (Thomaz 1994). For its part, Portugal’s de-
cided advancement to the south reveals the driving force
behind the empire – to reach India and in doing so enter
the pepper and spice trade without the need for Arabic,
Venetian, Turkish or Genovese intermediaries.

We come up against a similar problem in the case
of the so-called ‘State of India’. Once the Portuguese
quickly got a firm foothold in Asia, these possessions
were joined together under the title of the ‘State of India’
and ruled by a governor or viceroy. However, not even
a construct such as this could hide the fact that the ‘State
of India’ was a series of fortified trading posts that ex-
tended from the southern East African coast to the Ara-
bian Peninsula and the Near East and the Bay of Bengal,
then to Malaysia, China and beyond Southeast Asia to
the Pacific Ocean, and the vast majority of them owed
their existence to the tolerance or even support of local
authorities. In the legal debate around the principle of
mare liberum put forward by Hugo Grotius in 1609, the
Portuguese Crown responded by emphasizing, last but
not least, the ‘empire’ that it was supporting in Asia
(Saldanha 1997). But the relatively quick invasion of
that space, first by the Dutch and then by the British,
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demonstrates precisely that the right to a potential im-
perial domain of whatever kind, though perhaps desired,
was not sustainable (Veen 2000).

Although afterward the Portuguese never completely
renounced their imperial rights, they remained far from
being realized despite the union of the two Iberian
crowns from 1580 to 1640 (Cardim 2010). Since the
late Middle Ages when Portuguese expansion started in
the Atlantic, Portuguese incorporated the overseas ex-
perience in their mental horizon, creating thereby in the
following two centuries a lasting “consciousness of
empire” (Marcocci 2012). Imperial thinking also boosted
when the overseas trade shifted to the Atlantic, particu-
larly Brazil. Brazil was also the setting, at the end of the
colonial era, for a kind of renovatio imperii, before it,
too, separated from Lisbon once and for all to form its
own empire in the early 19th century.

At a higher level of abstraction, despite studies such
as those undertaken by Pagden, it can also be said that
there are still many aspects of the debate that require
clarification. Questions that could be asked include:
What is the influence of humanism and what contribu-
tion did it make to the erosion of the traditional paramet-
ers that postulated the unity of the western Christian
world up to the beginning of the 15th century, with a
pope and an emperor as the supreme ecclesiastical and
secular authorities (Greenblatt 2011, Krebs 2011)? To
what extent did the critique of the Roman curia’s immor-
ality in the Renaissance and the Lutheran reform on the
one hand, and the advance of the Ottomans and the im-
possibility of organizing a common resistance against
them because of the successive urban uprisings of the
late 15th and early 16th centuries on the other, enable the
kings and princes to consolidate their power, weakening
the popes and emperors of the Holy Empire? To what
extent did the Atlantic expansion impact the encounter
with other ‘barbarian men’ who fit even less into the
framework of knowledge that was just then being re-
covered from classical antiquity, and fit in no way
within the historic vision of the Bible, not to mention
with the advancements in modern science driven by the
process of expansion and its attendant empiricism? To
what extend did Charles V’s concept of the ‘universal
empire’, formulated by his chancellorMercurino Gattin-
ara, represent a continuity with this process of erosion,
insisting, with the ‘universal’ denomination, upon
something that had previously gone without saying? Or
was it, on the contrary, a modern concept that, with the
pillars of Hercules as an insignia and Plus ultra (further
beyond) as a motto, attempted to encompass these new
tendencies in a universalist vision that invited the ‘bar-
barians’ to join it (Lester 2009)? And somewhat later
in Spain and France, tacitism became an important as-
pect of self-identification, a reminder of the Visigoths
and Franks that was employed to challenge the overween-
ing influence of the Holy See in internal ecclesiastical
politics. In the case of Portugal, in particular, more dis-
cussion is needed on tacitism in light of Silvio Bedini’s
work (1997). The process that caused ‘empire’ and

‘Rome’ to be converted into concepts that served an
often antagonistic policy also needs more in-depth ana-
lysis, in light of the shift in perspective that came about
in a world that was changing quickly as the news of the
expansion spread through Europe (Pieper 2000). Was
this a process that slowly transformed the classical Holy
Roman Empire into a series of Atlantic empires (Benton
2010)? In any case, the idea of ‘empire’ remained in
force in both the Americas and in Europe until the 19th

century and even later, but seemed to be received differ-
ently in each hemisphere (Pietschmann 2010,
Pietschmann 2012).

NOTES

1. This investigation has been funded by the ‘Comisión Nacional
de Investigación Científica y Tecnológica’ (CONICYT), ‘Fondo
Nacional de Desarrollo Científico y Tecnológico’ (FONDECYT),
reference number: 1110643, "Imperio y emperadores. Conceptos
de orden político y espacial entre nación e independencia en
Brasil (1750 – 1831)”.
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